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CRC’s manufacturing of cleaners, lubricants, penetrants and other specialty products 
meet all performance standards, certified to ISO 9001. 

Continually meeting this standard and gaining recertification reflects our ongoing 
commitment to quality and consistency.

CRC Technical Support
To see the entire range of CRC Industries products, visit us online 
where you have ease of access to all of our products’ information, 
including Safety Data and Technical Data sheets.  We constantly 
conduct on-going updates to ensure you remain at the highest 
level of regulatory compliance. CRC also have telephone support 
available for technical or product inquries that require verbal advice.

PH 1800 224 227  
WWW.CRCINDUSTRIES.COM.AU

Since 1969, CRC has been manufacturing quality 
specialty products in Australia for the maintenance, 
repair and operating (MRO) industry.
 
On site manufacturing at the Castle Hill  production 
facility allows control of all operational processes, 
from in house R&D, quality control and warehousing.  

CRC’s responsive Customer Service team is also 
based out of the Castle Hill facility and ensures local 

supply of inventory from order through to delivery.

The CRC Sales team possess the product knowledge 
and local experience to achieve optimum results from 
the entire range of CRC quality products.

Distributors and end-users also have access to on-site 
training by CRC representatives to ensure the right 
product and process is utilised for every application.
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1953
That story began in 1953, when 
Norman Larsen founded the 
Rocket Chemical Company in 
San Diego, California where he 
invented degreasers and rust 
prevention solvents for the 
aerospace industry.

1958
In 1958 Larsen sold the Rocket 
Chemical Company and moved 
east to co-found Corrosion 
Reaction Consultants (CRC) with 
James J. Webb II. The pair fine-
tuned their water displacement 
product and soon launched CRC 
Corrosion Inhibitor 5.56 Multi-
Purpose Lubricant.

1963
CRC grew in 1963 when it moved 
to a new 20,000 square foot facility 
in Dresher, Pennsylvania to meet the 
needs of the automotive, industrial 
and electrical markets; and in 1971, 
Larsen invented CRC Brakleen 
Brake Parts Cleaners to create the 
largest category in brake maintenance 
solutions for automotive maintenance 
professionals and DIY-ers world-wide.

From humble beginnings in a Pennsylvania garage, the CRC story is driven by an 
entrepreneurial spirit and now reaches around the world and into the future.

1974
By 1974, CRC had outgrown 
the Dresher facility and opened 
a facility in Warminster, 
Pennsylvania, which quickly 
became the company’s largest 
manufacturing facility and its 
global headquarters.
   

1981
Such was CRC’s early success, it 
was acquired in 1981 by family-
owned investment company, 
Berwind, which had evolved 
from a coal mining company 
with roots dating back to 1886 
to boast a diversified portfolio of 
highly successful manufacturing 
and market-leading service 
companies.

   

Today
With Berwind’s backing, 
CRC has grown to 
become a leading 
worldwide supplier for a 
wide variety of industries, 
operating in more than 
120 countries across the 
Americas, Africa, Europe, 
Australasia and the 
Oceanic region. 

BERW IND

The history of
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CLEANERS

5070 - 400g Aerosol

2065 - 275g Aerosol

5093 - 400g Aerosol

3051 - 400g Aerosol

3076 - 400g Aerosol

2066 - 300g Aerosol

5072 - 20L • 5071 - 5L • 5067 750ml Trigger
5201 - 205L Bulk Pack  •  5202 - 1000L Bulk Pack

5073 - 500g Aerosol

Natural Degreaser
CRC Natural Degreaser is a unique biodegradable heavy duty 
cleaner/degreaser that is extremely effective for dissolving and 
removing grease, oils, lubricants, adhesives and contaminants 
without requiring water wash off and without leaving a residue. 
CRC Natural Degreaser evaporates slowly and is non-corrosive, 
non-abrasive and non-staining.

• Readily biodegradable per OECD 301B.
• Leaves no residue.
• Prevents harmful build up on equipment and eliminates 

wiping and rinsing.

Hot Shot Degreaser
CRC Hot Shot Degreaser rinses off easily and leaves no residue. 
A clean engine runs cooler and more efficiently. CRC Hot Shot 
Degreaser is used on most metal surfaces including car and 
truck motors, chain saws, boats, lawn mowers, garage floors and 
industrial and farm machinery.

• Quickly dissolves grease, oil and dirt.
• Cleans iron, steel, aluminium, magnesium and copper.
• Not harmful to metal, rubber, plastic or concrete.

Bio Degreaser
CRC Bio Degreaser is an extra heavy duty cleaner formulated 
to penetrate and dissolve tough grease, oil and contaminants for 
easy and safe removal.

• Biodegradable
• Non-toxic, non-hazardous and non-flammable
• pH balanced & water soluble.

Air Brush (Non-Flammable)
CRC Air Brush supplies a powerful burst of compressed pure 
propellant gas to safely remove dust and lint from all delicate 
precision equipment and hard-to-reach areas. CRC Air Brush is 
versatile and handy and should be part of every servicing kit – 
ideal for off-site servicing when compressed air is not available.

• Non-abrasive, non-corrosive, moisture-free, leaves no 
residue.

• Safe on all plastics.
• Non-flammable. RoHS Compliant.

Aeroclean Degreaser
CRC Aeroclean Degreaser is a highly concentrated, self-
emulsifying solvent degreaser specially formulated to quickly 
cut and remove grease, oil and dirt on all types of equipment. 
Aeroclean Degreaser is not harmful to metal, rubber, plastic or 
concrete.

• Quickly dissolves grease, oil and dirt.
• Cleans iron, steel, aluminium, magnesium and copper.
• Rinses off easily with water.

Nail Gun Cleaner
CRC Nail Gun Cleaner is a quick drying, cleaner and degreaser 
specially formulated for nail guns and pneumatic tools. It cleans 
quickly and leaves no residue. It contains no chlorinated solvents, 
is non-staining and non-corrosive. 

• Swiftly and effectively degreases, removes oil, dirt, wax 
and other foreign matter that can cause failures.

• Downtime is minimised by cleaning without disassembly.

Heavy Duty Parts Cleaner
CRC Heavy Duty Parts Cleaner is specifically formulated to give 
the user a non-chlorinated option to quickly and safely remove 
brake fluid, grease, oil and other contaminant from brake linings, 
pads, drums, callipers and all industrial machinery.  Selected 
solvents, controlled evaporation, low surface tension and high 
density ensure superior cleaning and degreasing properties. 

• Can even lift and remove oil and grease that has already 
penetrated linings.

• Fast evaporation, residue-free.
• 360o valve.

Air Duster (Flammable)
CRC Air Duster supplies a powerful burst of compressed pure 
propellant gas to safely remove dust and lint from all delicate 
precision equipment and hard-to-reach areas. CRC Air Duster 
is versatile and handy and should be part of every servicing kit – 
ideal for off-site servicing when compressed air is not available.

• Non-corrosive, non-abrasive.
• Moisture-free, leaves no residue.
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CLEANERS

2019 - 400g Aerosol

2018 - 400g Aerosol  •  2020 - 4L  •  2023 - 20L

5089 - 500g Aerosol • 5090 - 4L • 5091-20L 5084 - 400g Aerosol

5085 - 400g Aerosol • 5086 - 20L

1751843 - 500g Aerosol

5013 - 350g Aerosol

5087 - 500g • 5083 - 20L

Brakleen Water Based
Brakleen Water Based is a water based powerful, heavy duty 
cleaner and degreaser. 

• Non-flammable, non-toxic, non-corrosive, solvent  
free, biodegradable, and non-staining

• Has no volatile organic vapours making it ideal  
for use in confined spaces

• Safe on rubber and most plastics
• Ideal for lighter equipment & regulatory compliance.

Brakleen® NF
CRC Brakleen NF is a powerful non-flammable cleaner and 
degreaser for brake, clutch parts and general mechanical 
equipment. It is formulated to quickly and safely dissolve and 
flush away grease, oil, brake fluid, transmission fluid, hardened 
deposits and other contaminants, without the need for 
disassembly - reducing maintenance costs.

• Non Flammable
• Cleans and degreases
• Cleans most parts of your car and bike
• Ideal for flushing away built up dirt, grease and oil

Non-Chlorinated Brakleen
CRC Non-Chlorinated Brakleen Brake and Parts Cleaner is 
specifically formulated to give the user a Non-chlorinated option 
to quickly and safely remove brake fluid, grease, oil and other 
contaminants from brake linings, pads, drums and callipers. 
CRC Non-Chlorinated Brakleen prevents harmful build-up and 
eliminates rinsing or wiping..

• Non Chlorinated
• Fast evaporation.
• Minimises downtime associated with “clean-in-place” 

cleaning methods.

Automotive Electronic Cleaner
CRC Automotive Electronic Cleaner is a state of the art cleaner 
specially formulated for use on today’s Hi-Tech Electronic and 
Computerised vehicles. CRC Auto Electronic Cleaner is an 
inert high purity cleaning solvent formulated for use on precision 
instruments, equipment and components. It removes dirt, tarnish, 
dust, grease, oil and other deposits preventing arcing between 
dry contacts.

• Leaves no residue. 
• Fast drying. 
• Safe on plastic and rubber.

Electrical Parts Cleaner
CRC Electrical Parts Cleaner is a unique, scientifically formulated 
cleaner/degreaser which contains no trichloroethylene.  It is  
effective in most heavy-duty cleaning applications.  It dissolves 
grease, oil and sludge quickly for more efficient operation 
of mechanical equipment. CRC Electrical Parts Cleaner is 
flammable.

• Fast evaporation, residue-free.
• Minimises downtime associated with “clean-in-place” 

cleaning methods.
• 360o valve.

Brakleen® Force
CRC Brakleen Force with PowerJet™ Technology is a powerful 
brake and parts cleaner/degreaser.  A non-chlorinated solvent 
blend, formulated to quickly and safely remove brake fluid, 
grease, oil and other contaminants from brake and clutch parts.

• Minimises downtime associated with “clean-in-place” 
cleaning methods.

• Residue-free. Prevents harmful build-up and eliminates 
rinsing or wiping.

Brakleen
CRC Brakleen is formulated to quickly and safely remove brake 
fluid, grease, oil and other contaminants from brake linings, pads, 
drums and callipers. Selected solvents, controlled evaporation, 
low surface tension and high density ensure superior cleaning 
and degreasing properties and can even lift and remove oil and 
grease that has already penetrated linings.

• Fast evaporation.
• Minimises downtime associated with “clean-in-place” 

cleaning methods.

Lectra-Clean
CRC Lectra-Clean contains no trichloroethylene and is a unique, 
scientifically formulated cleaner/ degreaser that is effective in 
most heavy-duty applications. It dissolves grease, oil and sludge 
quickly for more efficient operation of mechanical equipment. 
CRC Lectra-Clean is non-flammable.

• No flash point, no fire point.
• Significantly reduces the risk of fire caused by incidental 

contact with live electrical equipment or solvents trapped 
by insulating materials.
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CLEANERS

2017 - 400g Aerosol

5079 - 400g Aerosol

5319  - 312g Aerosol 5014 - 300g Aerosol

5081  - 400g Aerosol

2015 - 150g Aerosol  •  2016 - 350g Aerosol

5999  - 400g Aerosol

5080 - 300g Aerosol

CO Contact Cleaner
CRC CO Contact Cleaner is a unique, plastic safe, scientifically 
formulated, technically proven, stable, inert high purity cleaning 
solvent. It is non-corrosive, non-staining, rapid-complete 
evaporation and contains no lubricants. CRC CO Contact 
Cleaner contains COZOL − a special proprietary blend of 
solvents which enhances the cleaning power without damaging 
plastics.

• Fast evaporation.
• Minimises downtime associated with “clean-in-place” 

cleaning methods.

De-Squeak
CRC De-Squeak Brake Conditioning Treatment prevents brake 
noises before they occur. This uniquely formulated product 
contains aluminium and graphite to plate and protect metal 
surfaces up to temperatures of 1800°F.  CRC De-Squeak has a 
smooth texture, fine particle sizing and dries quickly. 

• Protects parts up to 1800°F. 
• Quick drying. 
• Does not interrupt or lengthen brake job.

Mass Air Flow Sensor Cleaner
CRC Mass Air Flow Sensor Cleaner will safely clean and protect 
your mass air flow sensor, improving air/fuel ratio and increasing 
kilometres per litre. The use of aggressive products like brake 
and carburetor cleaners on MAF sensors can cause serious 
damage to sensitive parts. 

• Will not damage MAF sensors or housing (unlike other 
chemicals).

• Plastic safe & residue free. 
• Improves air/fuel ratio.

Mass Air Flow and Throttle Body 
Fuel Saver Pack
Single use pack with everything you need to remove 
harmful dirt and gum accumulation from a vehicle’s air 
intake system, improving fuel economy and horsepower. 
 
• Cleans mass air flow sensors and housings on fuel 

injected petrol engines (Both throttle body and 
multi-port). 

• Throttle Body Cleaner Is used to remove harmful 
deposits from throttle bodies and air intake 
systems in fuel injected vehicles.

NF Contact Cleaner
CRC NF Contact Cleaner is a revolutionary, technically proven, 
stable, no flash point, and non-flammable, inert high purity 
cleaning solvent. CRC NF Contact Cleaner is non-conductive, 
non-corrosive and non-staining. It has rapid- complete 
evaporation and contains no lubricants

• No flash point, non-flammable.
• Fast evaporation, residue free.
• Minimises downtime associated with “clean-in-place” 

cleaning methods.

Clean-R-Carb 
CRC Clean-R-Carb is a product engineered to maximise 
carburetor performance and control pollution. It is an effective in 
place cleaner that removes deposits, gum, varnish, lacquer, resin, 
paraffin, metallic salts, oil oxides, tar and gasoline stains. 

• Ideal for use on all fuel system components.
• Will not harm catalytic converters or oxygen sensors. 

GDI IVD™ Intake Valve & Turbo Cleaner
CRC GDI IVD™ Intake Valve & Turbo Cleaner removes carbon 
build-up commonly found on the backs of intake valves in all 
types of petrol powered engines. CRC GDI IVD™ Intake Valve 
& Turbo Cleaner dissolves and lifts deposits from valve stems 
and tops without the need for top engine disassembly. 

• Increase power and torque. 
• No intake manifold disassembly required. 
• Stabilises rough idle. 
• Solves rough starting problems. 
• Reduces emissions. 

Throttle Body & Air Intake Cleaner
CRC Throttle Body & Air Intake Cleaner restores engine 
performance, improves fuel economy and reduces engine wear. 

• Removes and prevents build-up of harmful throttle body 
deposits. 

• Restores engine performance.
• Improves fuel economy.
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CLEANERS

SEE PAGE 36 FOR MORE CRC  SMARTWASHER INFORMATION

OzzyJuice® SW-X1 delivers exceptional cleaning performance to tackle the toughest burnt-on carbon, diesel 
exhaust fluid, and tacky heavy-duty greases. SW-X1 provides the same unique core benefits of all OzzyJuice® 
degreasing solutions; it contains only eco-friendly ingredients and is non-flammable, non-hazardous, safer for 
employees and better for the environment.

•  Water-based
•  pH neutral
•  GHS non-hazardous
•  Meets NSF A1

• Leaves no residue
• Formulated eco-friendly,  non-polluting
•	 Non-corrosive,	non-flammable	and	 

non-irritating

CRC introduces our SmartWasher high 
performance degreasing solution SW-X1

5021 - 300g Aerosol

1752080 - 500ml Trigger  •  1752089 - 5L
1752235 - 20L 3070 - 500g Aerosol

1752195  - 280g Aerosol

1751967  - 300g Aerosol

1752196  - 500g Aerosol

Oil Fighter 
CRC Oil Fighter is a revolutionary new product, that effectively 
removes oil stains from porous surfaces.  Effective on concrete 
floors and driveways, paving cobbles, masonry, timber, heavy 
duty carpets and mats. 

• Remove oil and grease stains.
• Works on concrete, paving, cobbles, masonry, timber, 

heavy duty carpets and mats.
• Simple spray on brush off formula.
• Rapid formula works in just 1-2 hours.

Surface Cleaner & Sanitiser
CRC Surface Cleaner & Sanitiser sanitises cleans and deodorizes 
hard and soft surfaces. The non-drip formula enables application 
on vertical and inverted surfaces.  

• Kills 99.9% of germs.
• Starts working on contact.
• Instantly lifts-off and eliminates dirt, dust, crease and 

grime.

Glass Cleaner
CRC Glass Cleaner is a professional strength foaming formula 
that acts quickly to remove dirt, grime, grease, finger prints and 
smoke haze from glass, perspex, plexiglass and mirrors, leaving 
a streak-free finish.  CRC Glass Cleaner is formulated for heavy 
duty and industrial applications.

• Foaming - Clings to vertical surfaces and minimises run-off.
• Ready to use - No preparation downtime required.

Gasket Stripper
CRC Gasket Stripper is a formulation that is specially developed 
for the easy removal of tough bonded gaskets regardless of age 
or adhesive resistance. CRC Gasket Stripper will instantly soften 
old gasket cement for quick removal, without damage to the 
metal components.  CRC Gasket Stripper is safe on aluminium, 
steel and brass.

• Removes gaskets even in high temperature areas.
• Dissolves gasket cement within minutes and is easily 

removed with a putty knife.

Surface Sanitiser Fragrance Free
CRC Surface Sanitiser - Fragrance Free is an industrial strength 
surface spray that is fast acting with no wiping required. CRC 
Surface Sanitiser - Fragrance Free is safe for food processing 
areas.  

• Kills 99.9% of germs.
• Contains Ethyl Alcohol 70%.
• MPI Approved C43 (All Animal products including 

dairy).
• Starts working on contact.

Surface Sanitiser
CRC Surface Sanitiser is a dual action cleaner and sanitiser 
suitable for almost all surfaces. 

• Ready to use, no mixing required.
• Sanitises surfaces within minutes.
• Alcohol free, suitable for surfaces sensitive to alcohol 

(eg. leather, PVC and acrylic glass).
• Rinse free non-sticky formula
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CORROSION INHIBITORS

Zinc It
CRC Zinc It is a single component zinc rich compound with 
a special epoxy binder and contains 95% of the highest purity 
Zinc in the dried film, to give rust prevention. CRC Zinc It 
provides long term protection to steel because of cathodic 
action. Does not contain lead.

• Metallic zinc coating is universally accepted as the best 
method of rust prevention

• Flexible continuous protective film

2085 - 350g Aerosol

Bright Zinc
CRC Bright Zinc is a zinc rich paint which produces a highly 
protective coating resembling the colour of new galvanising. 
CRC Bright Zinc contains pure zinc particles which are 
embedded in a resin system that forms a quick-drying highly 
protective coating on bare steel or iron. 

• Easy to apply – aerosol only long term protection to 
steel because of cathodic action

• The film is comprised of a high level of special water 
resistant binder

2087 - 350g Aerosol

2096 - Green  /  2097 - Blue  /  2098 - Yellow  /  2100 - Red  /  2101- Orange  /   2090 - White  /  2089 - Black      400ml Aerosol

Zinc Colours
CRC Coloured Zinc is a quick drying, primer-less finish 
with zinc complexes to give outstanding protection over 
bare metal.

CRC Coloured Zinc will outlast standard decorative 
paints by resisting undercutting and blistering from 
corrosion. It can even be sprayed over rusted steel once 
the rust has been cut back to a solid, clean surface, which 
may be as simple as using a wire brush or emery paper.

• Gloss Finish
• Fuses directly to clean iron or steel surfaces, no 

need for primer on clean surfaces
• Stops rust and rust creepage even when 

scratched or abraded
• Can be applied over CRC Zinc-It to extend 

protection to 6 years

Clear Zinc
CRC Clear Zinc’s advanced protective coating technology 
protects surfaces from chemical, environmental and ultraviolet 
damage preventing rust, oxidation, corrosion, staining, and fading, 
for up to 27 months. CRC Clear Zinc is an easy to use, long 
lasting, high performance protective clear coating that can be 
applied to almost any surface.

• Seals surface with an impact resistant, smooth, clear and 
high gloss finish

• Provides protection from damaging UV light.
• Highly corrosion resistant

2102 - 400ml Aerosol

Prep It
CRC Prep It is a single pack high build easy-sanding metal 
primer with a grey finish. Formulated with anti-corrosive zinc 
complexes, it outlasts most high build primers by inhibiting 
corrosion and forms a quick-drying protective coating with 
excellent adhesion to bare metal.

• Ideal as primer coat over bare metal or intermediate 
coat 

• Heat resistance – Up to 120ºC 
• Fast drying

2114 - 400ml Aerosol

Prime It
CRC Prime It - Red Oxide Primer is a single pack penetrating 
shop primer with high levels of anti-corrosive zinc complexes. It is 
formulated for the protection of structural steel and iron and can 
be applied over clean or lightly rusted surfaces. It forms a durable 
protective coating with a red-oxide finish that does not require 
immediate overcoating, but can be overcoated at a later stage if 
desired.

• High levels of anti-corrosive zinc complexes 
• Up to 3 years protection on exposed outdoor metals

2091 - 400ml Aerosol

Etch It
CRC Etch It is a single pack etch primer with excellent adhesion 
to bare metal. It is formulated for etching and key-coating bare 
aluminium, stainless steel, brass, copper and galvanised metal 
surfaces and forms a tenacious key coat to provide adhesion for 
a paint system.

• Provides adhesion for painting aluminium, stainless steel, 
brass, copper and galvanised iron.

• Tough durable film
• Fast drying 

2110 - 400ml Aerosol
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CORROSION INHIBITORS

Clear Urethane Seal Coat
CRC Clear Urethane Seal Coat is a stable single component 
polyurethane coating for electrical and electronic applications. 
It dries fast, adheres well and forms a hard, durable, flexible and 
non conductive film for electrical motor windings and armature 
coils. CRC Clear Urethane Seal Coat offers protective resistance 
to shocks, abrasion and aggressive chemical atmospheres. 

• Spray resistant. Dries fast.
• Provides heavy corrosion protection to preserve and 

lengthen useful life of equipment.

2049 - 300g Aerosol

Lectra Shield
CRC Lectra Shield provides heavy corrosion protection to 
preserve and lengthen useful life of equipment. Long-term 
indoor/outdoor protection. CRC Lectra Shield provides for up 
to 2 years for long-term storage of parts, and equipment and 
machinery.

• Provides heavy corrosion protection to preserve and 
lengthen useful life of equipment.

• Provides protection of equipment subject to heat, 
humidity, chemicals or corrosive atmospheres.

2031 - 300g Aerosol

Red Urethane Seal Coat
CRC Red Urethane Seal Coat is a single component 
polyurethane coating that dries fast and forms a hard and flexible 
non-conductive film. CRC Red Urethane Seal Coat protects 
electric motors and armature windings. CRC Red Urethane 
Seal Coat offers protective resistance to shocks, abrasion and 
aggressive chemical atmospheres. 

• Spray resistant. Dries fast.
• Provides heavy corrosion protection to preserve and 

lengthen useful life of equipment.

2044 - 300g Aerosol

Long Life
CRC Long Life provides both superior lubrication and heavy 
duty corrosion protection for metal parts and assemblies that 
are stored indoors. Promotes easy start-up of stored equipment. 
Recommended as a final film that is used for precision machine 
surfaces. CRC Long Life preserves engine blocks, pistons and 
components from atmospheric rusting.

• Superior lubrication with long term rust protection.
• Easy to apply and readily removed if required.

3097 - 300g Aerosol • 3099 - 20L

Soft Seal
CRC Soft Seal is a long term indoor/outdoor corrosion 
inhibitor for machined surfaces and assemblies subjected to long 
periods of storage or adverse shipping conditions. It displaces 
moisture and provides a transparent, amber waxy film for heavy 
protection of parts, equipment and machinery. 

• Provides heavy corrosion protection to preserve 
and lengthen useful life of equipment subject to heat, 
humidity, chemicals or corrosive atmospheres.

• Never becomes brittle and will not craze.

3013 - 300g Aerosol • 3014 - 4L

RE-PO Kromebrite Liquid Chrome
RE-PO Kromebrite liquid chrome enamel provides a 
bright chromium-like finish on any metal surface. 

Recommended for truck, trailer and car wheels and 
chassis, wrought iron, bull bars, bikes, caravan and draw 
bars

• Provides a bright chromium-like finish on any metal 
surface. 

9401 - 400g Aerosol

Battery Terminal Protector
CRC Battery Terminal Protector is designed to protect battery 
terminals from corrosion, the leading cause of battery failure, and 
to maintain  the batteries peak performance level. CRC Battery 
Protector provides a dry, lead-free protective coating that keeps 
moisture, salts and road grime from corroding metal contacts. 

• Maximises performance, provides long lasting protection 
and extends battery life.

• Flexible film, dry film, fast drying.

5098 - 300g Aerosol

Battery Maintenance
CRC Battery Maintenance is an engineered product for 
the removal of acid corrosion deposits, electrolytes, dirt 
and moisture from battery terminals and surfaces. It assures 
maximum battery current flow and promotes longer battery life. 
CRC Battery Maintenance penetrates, loosens and neutralises all 
acid corrosion deposits.

• Spray on − wipe off. Resists moisture.
• Neutralises battery acid. Promotes longer battery life.

5097 - 300g Aerosol
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CORROSION INHIBITORS

Rust Converter
CRC Rust Converter neutralises rust and transforms it to a tough black primer 
that binds to the surface and provides a waterproof barrier for effective long 
lasting rust protection.

• Ready to use – no additional mixing or chemical additives required. 
• Instantly stops rust. 
• One easy step – neutralises rust and converts it to an excellent tough 

black primer.

AEROSOL 
PACK
CRC Rust Converter is a unique fast drying coating 
formulated for the treatment of lightly rusted 
or correctly prepared metal surfaces. CRC Rust 
Converter neutralises rust and converts it to a 
tough black primer in one easy step. No more 
sandblasting, heavy scraping, or grinding. 

3075 - 5L Bottle  •  18418 - 1L Bottle  •  14610 - 425g Aerosol  •  3073 - 250ml Bottle

EVR5 - 5L Bottle  •  EVR1 - 1L Bottle  •  1753336 - 500g Spray Gel

Non-Toxic
Powerful

Non-Scrubbing
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LUBRICANTS & PENETRANTS

Gel-TAC
CRC Gel-Tac is a water resistant, multi-purpose lubricant gel 
that is a specially formulated blend of high quality synthetic oils 
with anti-wear additives, friction modifiers and tackiness agents. 
CRC Gel-Tac’s non-drip gel penetrates deeply into vital areas 
and forms a water resistant, long lasting lubricant gel. 

• Resists cold, hot and salt water wash-off and high 
temperature sling-off.

• Non-drip gel that reduces wear and friction.

TAC2
CRC TAC 2 is an exceptional lubricant, with a tough adhesive 
quality, which will bond to chain/ wear surfaces to keep them 
in peak operating condition by reducing friction and wear that 
cause metal fatigue. CRC TAC 2 effectively lubricates chain 
drives, open gears, pulleys, wire ropes and conveyors.

• Resists cold, hot and salt water wash-off and high 
temperature sling-off.

• Reduces wear and friction.

5035 - 300g Aerosol

CRC 5-56 Multi-purpose
CRC 5-56 is a multi-purpose product with superior penetrating 
power that breaks through rust and corrosion while it clears 
away scale and dirt. Eliminates the need for many disassembly 
operations. Lubricates for smooth action, and silences annoying 
squeaks and squeals. 

• Protects metals against corrosion and displaces moisture 
to help start wet engines.

• A moisture eliminator – for wet equipment and barrier 
to prevent trouble before it starts.

5005-400g Aerosol • 5003-500ml Trigger • 5004-4L 
5006-1L • 5009-20L • 5011-200L • 5028-175g

CRC 2-26
CRC 2-26 is a stable, inert organic formula, especially prepared 
to prevent malfunction and deterioration (due to the effect of 
moisture and corrosion), extends operational life, reduces down 
time and maintenance. 

• Contains no silicone.
• A penetrant – frees rusted or corroded parts.
• Light degreaser.
• PN 2007 Trigger is rated as non-flammable under  

GHS packaging process

2005-450g Aerosol  •  2007 - 500ml Trigger  •  2006-4L 

808 Silicone Spray
CRC 808 Silicone Spray is a multi-purpose silicone spray.  
It has a non-corrosive formula that provides a thin, durable,  
clear, odourless film that lubricates, protects and eliminates 
squeaking and binding caused by friction. CRC 808 Silicone 
Spray is an excellent mould release.

• Clear, non-staining and odourless.
• Resists moisture.
• Reduces friction, wear and noise.

3055 - 330g Aerosol

Extreme Duty Silicone Lubricant
CRC Extreme Duty Silicone Lubricant is a premium grade, high 
quality silicone lubricant that exhibits excellent temperature 
viscosity and lubrication characteristics. CRC Extreme Duty 
Silicone Lubricant resists moisture and stays in place in damp 
environments.   

• A high temperature, high-pressure lubricant.
• Reduces friction, wear and noise.
• Clear, non-staining and odourless.

3030 - 300g Aerosol

3135 - 350g Aerosol

CRC 3-36
CRC 3-36 is a multiple organic inhibitor in a paraffinic oil base 
that prevents rust and corrosion by displacing and sealing out 
moisture and by forming a continuous protection barrier against 
water and oxygen. 

• Thin invisible film that never dries or becomes brittle.
• Extremely low surface tension.
• Penetrates into pores and cracks.
• Low surface tension and an affinity for metal ensures that 

a continuous film of product will blanket every part of 
the surface.

3005 - 300g Aerosol • 3009 - 20L

14  I   PRODUCT CATALOGUE

5-56 Multi-Purpose Permastraw
New Permastraw technology designed for precision application. 
CRC 5-56 is a multi-purpose product with superior penetrating 
power that breaks through rust and corrosion while it clears 
away scale and dirt. Eliminates the need for many disassembly 
operations. Lubricates for smooth action, and silences annoying 
squeaks and squeals.

• Protects metals against corrosion and displaces moisture 
to help start wet engines.

• A moisture eliminator – for wet equipment and barrier 
to prevent trouble before it starts.

1753106 - 270g Aerosol
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LUBRICANTS & PENETRANTS

Penetr8
CRC Penetr8 is an industrial strength, low viscosity lubricant and 
penetrant designed to quickly loosen and free seized, bound or 
frozen fasteners. It quickly permeates rust, scale, gum, grease and 
corrosion with a low surface tension formula that creeps into 
cracks, seams, threads and joints with great efficiency. 

• Eases the disassembly of plant machinery, tools and 
equipment for routine maintenance and emergency 
repairs.

• Extreme penetrating action – specially formulated to 
penetrate rust, dissolve varnishes and gums.

Wire Rope and Cable Lubricant
CRC Wire Rope and Cable Lube is a special blend of synthetic 
lubricants, solvents and Molybdenum designed to keep chains 
and wire rope in peak operating condition. With a low viscosity 
and wet film, CRC Wire Rope and Cable Lube penetrates 
deeply between chain links and wire strands to reduce friction 
and wear that cause metal fatigue. 

• Low viscosity – provides the ability to penetrate and 
thoroughly coat interior wire strands and cushion pins.

CRC 5-56 Marine
CRC 5-56 Marine is a multi-purpose compound designed 
to end damage due to water and salt atmosphere in marine 
engines and boating equipment. 

• Displaces moisture and forms a continued non-   
hardening molecular film, protecting equipment.

• Penetrates and loosens scale, frees “frozen” parts, cleans, 
lubricates and displaces moisture.

Lanoshield
CRC Lanoshield is a unique high quality, natural, non-evaporative 
lanolin formula with superior lubrication and corrosion 
protection properties. CRC Lanoshield is known for its ability 
to combine the power of long term protection, penetration, 
resistance to mineral acids, salt, sulphur compounds and 
moisture without harming metal, plastics, paints, fibreglass, rubber 
or neoprene seals.

• Heavy duty, anti-moisture, anti-corrosion natural 
lubricants.

• Contains no silicone, or acids.

Power Lube with P.T.F.E
CRC Power Lube High Performance Lubricant is a multi-
purpose lubricant that utilises PTFE and extreme pressure 
additives to provide unparalleled lubricating performance. 
With twice the load carrying capacity of most general purpose 
lubricants, Power Lube is the perfect choice for extreme 
operating conditions and hard-to-maintain equipment. 

• Clear, non-staining and odourless.
• Resists moisture.
• Reduces friction, wear and noise.

5501 - 400g Aerosol  •  5509 - 20L

3035 - 285g Aerosol

6006 - 300g Aerosol

3150 - 350g Aerosol

3045 - 300g Aerosol

CRX
CRC CRX Multi-Purpose High Strength Lubricant is an exciting 
addition to CRC’s multi-purpose range. 

A multi-purpose high strength lubricant and CC3 based 
industrial grade anti-corrosion formula which is safe to use on 
almost any surface and application, being non-toxic, non-staining 
and non-conductive.

• Will not dry out or wash off with water.
• Does not contain silicone, acid, kerosene or dieseline.

3017 - 300g Aerosol

Tackle Guard
CRC Tackle Guard lubricates, drives out moisture, prevents 
corrosion and protects fishing tackle – even through periods of 
storage. It leaves a long lasting film that will not dry out. CRC 
Tackle Guard is suitable for mono-filament lines. 

• A moisture eliminator – for wet equipment.
• A moisture barrier to prevent trouble before it starts.

6028 - 100g Aerosol

Electrical Quality Silicone 
CRC Electrical Quality Silicone is a superior multi-use lubricant 
that lubricates, waterproofs and provides a thin, clear protective 
film. It has excellent characteristics and a viscosity that remains 
relatively stable from -40˚C to 260˚C.

• Non corrosive and non staining.
• Clear, non-staining and odourless.
• Resists moisture.
• Reduces friction, wear and noise.

2094 - 300g Aerosol
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LUBRICANTS & PENETRANTS

Dry Glide
CRC Dry Glide with PTFE is a technically advanced multi-
purpose long term dry film lubricant. CRC Dry Glide with PTFE 
will penetrate and bond to metal, wood, rubber, glass and most 
surfaces and form a non-staining micro thin film that prevents 
sticking, reducing friction and wear. CRC Dry Glide with PTFE 
will seal out moisture and inhibit corrosion and resists oil, dust 
and dirt build-up.

• Penetrates and bonds (plates) to most surfaces.
• Contains PTFE Extremely low co-efficient of friction.
• Cleans and protects boats, trailers, gear, fishing tackle, 

trucks, tools, patio furniture and more.

3040 - 150g Aerosol

Industrial Dry Moly Lube
CRC Industrial Dry Moly Lube prevents galling and helps to 
reduce torque and energy consumption.  High anti-friction and 
anti-seizure properties.

• Fast drying film.
• Resists dirt and dust build-up

03084 - 312g Aerosol

Di-Electric Grease
CRC Di-Electric Grease seals, protects and insulates indoor/
outdoor electrical connections and bulbs with a thin, non-curing 
silicone compound.

• Waterproofer and insulator for electrical connections.
• Prevents rust and corrosion.
• Technician grade grease.

5107 - 8g • 5109 - 14.2g

White Lithium Grease
CRC White Lithium Grease is an advanced lubricant and 
protectant containing an advanced additive package for 
superior performance and durability in any weather and most 
temperatures. This versatile grease is designed for light duty 
applications requiring a long grease life.

• Contains oxidation inhibitors to counter corrosion, and 
protects with a tough, high viscosity film.

• Provides lasting lubrication and durability under stressful 
conditions.

5037 - 300g Aerosol

PERFORMS  
UNDER  
PRESSURE
• Withstands high temperature 

and pressure

• Water resistant, protects 
against rust and corrosion

• Contains anti-wear and  
anti-oxidation additives

CRC RED LITHIUM GREASE

1753203 - 450g
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F2 Multi-Purpose Contact Adhesive
CRC F2 is a high performance general purpose contact adhesive. 
It is water resistant and flexible and its high bond strength makes 
it ideal for a wide range of uses. CRC F2 is easily applied highly 
versatile, durable and bonds instantly to most substrates. .

• Versatile
• Multipurpose High bond strength
• Bonds most materials and substrates. 
• Water resistant / Flexible
• Ideal for a wide variety of uses. 
• Easy to use, no clamping required. 

PVC Pipe Cement
CRC PVC Pipe Cement is a high quality clear, easy to use 
PVC adhesive. It is specially suitable for rigid uPVC and M-PVC 
piping in both pressure and non pressure applications including 
guttering, spouting, conduit, waste bowls, standard low pressure 
pipe systems, channelling etc. CRC PVC Pipe Cement is ideal for 
use on irrigation, plumbing, pools and spa applications etc.

• Is used widely for installing SIC and PVC pressure pipes, 
guttering, waste, vent pipe fittings and conduit systems.

• Specially formulated to ‘weld’ bond PVC and PVC rigid 
pipes, fittings, sheeting and components .

Ultra High Strength Aerosol Adhesive
CRC UHS is an ultra high strength contact adhesive which 
gives an immediate and permanent bond on a wide variety of 
surfaces. It is formulated to give low soak, cure fast, dry clear and 
be non-staining. CRC UHS uses a unique resin system making it 
resistant to breakdown from plasticiser migration. 

• Ultra High Strength – Instant Permanent Contact Bond
• High Heat Resistance – Up to 75°C Plasticiser Safe 
• Resistant to breakdown from plasticiser migration 

Peel Off
CRC Peel Off uses the natural power of d-Limonene to soak 
through paper labels and release adhesive backings. Once 
released, the label can be easily removed from most containers 
and surfaces, any residue can be easily removed with a wet 
cloth. CRC Peel Off can also be used to clean off cured adhesive 
and to remove industrial ink from machinery. 

• Clean and easy removal of labels and adhesives.
• Citrus based with natural d-Limonene active ingredient.
• Cleans off cured adhesives.
• Safe on most surfaces. 

MS High Performance Adhesive Sealant
CRC MS Sealant is a high performance, one-component neutral 
curing adhesive sealant based on MS Polymers. It has excellent 
primerless adhesion to all materials commonly used in the 
demanding building, construction and engineering industries. It is 
ideal where silicone sealants are not suitable.

• Excellent adhesion strength to a wide range of substrates 
used in the building, construction and engineering industries

• Waterproofs, bonds and seals 
• Paintable – Cured product can be painted with most 

solvent and water based paints and varnishes.

F3 Non- Drip Contact Adhesive
CRC F3 is a thixotropic, high strength contact adhesive. It is 
formulated to be non-spill and non-drip, giving greater control of 
application and better coverage. This gel feature makes it ideal 
for vertical and ceiling applications and for bonding onto porous 
surfaces. 

• Ideal for vertical and porous surfaces 
• Non-spill, Non-drip
• Greater control of application and better coverage 
• Good resistance to heat, water, acids and alkalis 

Multi Purpose Spray Adhesive
CRC Multi-Purpose Spray Adhesive bonds most materials 
quickly and easily, giving a long lasting bond. It is formulated to 
give a fast tack off, low soak spray and dries clear.

• High strength 
• Rapid cure, fast tack 
• Non staining, low mist 
• No clean up
• Repositionable, clear drying 
• Safe for indoor use 

8002 - 75ml Tube  •  8008 - 250ml Tin
8009 - 500ml Tin  •  8010 - 1L Tin

8132 - 250ml Tin  •  8136 - 500ml Tin

8180 - 550ml Aerosol

3352 - 400ml Aerosol

8361 - White 400g Cartridge  •  8362 - Clear 300g Cartridge  
8363 - Black 400g Cartridge  •  8364 - Grey 400g Cartridge  

8020 - 500ml Tin

8015 - 210ml Aerosol  •  8017 - 575ml Aerosol

Stuff Off Adhesive Remover
CRC Stuff Off - gets stuff off! A powerful cleaner/remover that 
is designed to soften or dissolve most adhesives and paints as 
well as uncured laminating resins and uncured sealants. The 
gel formula clings to the surface making it also ideal for vertical 
applications. It also removes paint spills, graffiti, inks and grease. 

• Ideal for use on: Metal, Wood, Fabric, Carpet, Stone, 
Brick, Steel Effectively removes: Adhesives, Paints, Graffiti, 
Inks, Resins, Grease, Uncured sealants. 

• Gel formula can be sprayed onto tools and surfaces with 
minimal overspray. 

8270 - 500ml Aerosol

ADHESIVES
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One Step Tyre Care  
KITTEN ULTRA One Step Tyre Care gives your tyres an instant 
perfect finish. Just spray on. There’s no need to brush or wipe.

• Removes tyre stains and scuff marks,
• Makes tyres like new again. 
• One easy spray is all it takes to clean, protect and shine 

your tyres and mud flaps. 

Wet Look Tyre Shine  
KITTEN ULTRA Wet Look Shine gives your tyres an instant 
perfect finish. Just spray on. There’s no need to brush or wipe.

• Specially formulated to prevent discolouration of tyres 
without damaging wheels or paintwork. 

• Contains a specific silicone which provides a protective 
layer on the tyre that easily helps to keep tyres cleaner 
longer. 

• 300 rejuvenates around 29 standard tyres. 

19145 - 400g Aerosol  /  19046 - 1L Trigger Spray 19155 - 300g Aerosol

5055  - 350g Aerosol5053   - 500ml Trigger

Auto-Kolone Air Fresheners 
Auto-Kolone Air Freshener is a long lasting deodoriser, 
formulated to give cars, home or the office a fresh, clean scent 
with a choice of three fragrances. 

• Original fragrance
• Mountain Air fragrance
• Vanilla fragrance

Tyre Black  
KITTEN ULTRA Tyre Black is an easy way to make tyres, black 
rubber, car mats and mud flaps look new again.

• Contains water resistant waxes
• Keep your tyres looking good for longer. 

19123 - 500ml Tin

One Step Tyre Care  
So Easy One Step Tyre Care penetrates the rubber tyre wall 
and dries to a clear protective film. No rinsing, no wiping, no 
rubbing. So Easy makes tyres look like new again. 

• Penetrates the surface to remove grime. 
• No rinsing, wiping or rubbing. 
• Superior results.

5045 - 400g Aerosol  /  5047 - 1L Trigger
5048 - 4L Tin  /  5049 - 20L Drum

Wet Look Tyre Shine
So Easy Wet Look tyre shine is designed to give the ultimate 
high gloss look to your tyres. Advanced new formula makes 
tyres look like new, it’s simple, just spray on and let the unique 
formula produce a great long lasting shine to your tyres. Ideal for 
use on low profile and performance tyres. 

• Simple spray on formula. 
• Wet look formula. 

Mag Monster
So Easy Mag Monster is formulated with powerful iron 
emulsifiers, penetrates brake dust to make wheel cleaning easier. 
See it begin working immediately, turning purple as it gently 
cleans. So Easy Mag Monster is pH neutral acid free, and safe on 
all painted, chromed, alloy and plastic dipped wheels. 

• Non-acid formula - Does not harm paint, rubber or 
plastics. 

• Breaks down stubborn road residue, removes grime, grit 
and brake dust.

AK10 - Original 100ml Pump /  AK25 - Original 250ml Pump
AK11 - Mountain Air 100ml Pump /  AK15 - Vanilla 100ml Pump

T Y R E  &  W H E E L  C A R E

A I R  F R E S H E N E R S
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Glo Wash  
KITTEN ULTRA Glo Wash is specially designed to keep your 
car looking in showroom condition and is also ideal for use on 
boats. 

• Helps to preserve your car’s paint and finish by removing 
stubborn road grime that can become ingrained and 
cause paintwork to deteriorate. 

19211 - 1L Bottle

Wash n Wax
KITTEN ULTRA Wash ‘n’ Wax is a two-in-one product, which 
combines a special blend of high quality cleaning agents and 
protective waxes. It removes heavy road grime and leaves a 
protective wax coating on your car as you wash.

• Inhibits rust forming while you wash your car. 
• Use regularly to create a lasting shine 
• Ideal for boats.  

19216 - 1L Bottle

Glass Cleaner
So Easy Fast Acting Glass Cleaner uses a residue free formula 
and is versatile and safe enough to use on your most delicate 
glass surfaces. Strong enough to quickly cut through the toughest 
dirt, dust, fingerprint and haze deposits. Biodegradable, ready 
to use, non-abrasive, non-foaming, non-flammable, industrial 
strength & non-ozone depleting. 

• Professional strength. 
• Non- Foaming. Fast acting. 
• Readily biodegradable

3071- 500ml Trigger

Glass Cleaner
KITTEN ULTRA Glass Cleaner’s fast acting professional formula 
is guaranteed to be safe to use on glass, mirrors, perspex and 
marble benchtops.

• Acts quickly to remove dirt and grime. 
• Contains special surfactants to prevent misting. 
• It is also an ideal fixing lubricant for window seals.  

19023 - 1L Trigger Spray

Liquid Polishing Wax
KITTEN ULTRA Liquid Polishing Wax creates a brilliant shine 
that lasts for months. A special combination of silicones and 
premium Carnauba wax protects your car’s surface. 

• Simply wipe on and buff off 
• Leaves car with brilliant showroom shine

19181 - 450ml Bottle

Liquid Cut & Polish
KITTEN ULTRA Liquid Cut & Polish is a breakthrough 
new formula containing microfine abrasives that have been 
specifically formulated to rejuvenate dull and faded surfaces 
without damage. Paintwork that is in poor or heavily weathered 
condition will be rejuvenated, and oxidized surfaces and paint 
colours will be renewed. 

• Contains the finest premium Carnauba wax and silicones 
to provide a long lasting, durable shine.

• No hard rubbing is required and it is safe and easy to use. 

19186 - 450ml Bottle

Glass Cleaner
CRC Glass Cleaner is a professional strength foaming formula
that acts quickly to remove dirt, grime, grease, finger prints and
smoke haze from glass, perspex, plexiglass and mirrors, leaving
a streak-free finish. CRC Glass Cleaner is formulated for heavy
duty and industrial applications.

• Foaming - Clings to vertical surfaces and minimises
• run-off.
• Ready to use - No preparation downtime required.

3070 - 500g Aerosol

APPEARANCE
PRODUCTS

W A S H E S  &  E X T E R I O R
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Cutting Compound
RE-PO Cutting Compound is designed to remove heavily weathered layers of paintwork and for restoring poor surfaces.  It also removes imperfections, 
old waxes, tar and scratches. After using RE-PO Cutting Compound, surfaces should be polished with RE-PO Cream Polish. RE-PO Cutting Compound 
contains a high quality, specially selected abrasive that is ideally suited for hand rubbing applications. Not recommended for paintwork in good condition, 
or on newer cars with metallic paint or clear coat finishes. 

9500 - 300g Container

Polishing Wax No. 1
KITTEN ULTRA Polishing Wax No.1 is great for bringing shine to surfaces in reasonably good condition. The special combination of silicones and 
the finest Carnauba waxes will provide a protective high gloss treatment for your car’s surface. If your paintwork is in poor or heavily weathered 
condition, use KITTEN ULTRA Cut & Polish No.2. 

Cutting Compound
KITTEN ULTRA Cutting Compound is designed to remove heavily weathered layers of paintwork, and for restoring poor surfaces. It is also useful 
for removing old waxes, tar and scratches. After cutting, surfaces should always be polished with KITTEN ULTRA Liquid Polishing Wax or KITTEN 
ULTRA Polishing Wax No.1 to create a lasting shine. 

19200 - 325g Tin

Cut & Polish No. 2
KITTEN ULTRA Cut & Polish No.2 has been designed to rejuvenate paintwork that’s in poor or heavily weathered condition. It combines the finest 
Carnauba waxes and silicones to provide a lasting shine that protects your car’s surface. If your paintwork is in reasonably good condition, or less than 
8 years old, use KITTEN ULTRA Polishing Wax No.1.  

19195 - 250g Tin

19190 - 250g Tin

Cream Polish
RE-PO Auto Cream Polish is manufactured from a blend of superior grade silicone fluids and superior grade Carnauba Wax. It gives a deep, rich gloss 
with the ultimate protection to new and well maintained vehicles. 

9070  - 250g Container

Extra Cut Cream Polish
RE-PO Extra Cut Cream Polish is a heavy duty cutting cream that safely restores a deep, rich gloss to dull, faded or heavily weathered paintwork. RE-PO 
Extra Cut Cream Polish combines the finest premium grade carnauba waxes, polishing compounds and silicone fluids, to provide outstanding gloss and 
protection. It will remove minor swirl marks, light scratches, oxidation, imperfections and old waxes while providing protection against the elements. 

9060- 250g Container

W A X E S  &  P O L I S H E S
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Liquid Armour 
CRC Liquid Armour penetrates, protects, preserves and 
beautifies vinyl, leather, plastic, rubber, fibreglass, perspex and 
wood. Surfaces regain lustre, life and colour and receive long 
lasting UV protection. Treated surfaces will not attract dust. 

• Helps prevent cracking, fading, discolouration & 
premature aging. 

• Enhances your vehicle’s deep, rich look & adds beautiful 
shine. 

• Renews & revitalizes vinyl, rubber & plastic. 

Protectant
CRC So Easy Protectant is formulated to renew and protect 
vinyl, rubber, plastic, leather and wood from the penetration 
of UV rays. It gives long lasting maximum UV protection by 
penetrating the pores and forming a protective film on and 
under the surface.

• Long lasting protection 
• Superior results

5023 - 250ml Spray  / 5022 -500ml Spray
5024 - 4L Bottle

Interior Cleaner
KITTEN ULTRA INTERIOR CLEANER cleans & deodorizes 
a variety of surfaces in your car, boat & home. The unique 
formulation will remove even the toughest stains, while the 
deodorant eliminates odours leaving surfaces smelling fresh. 

• Ideal for use on carpets, vinyl, vinyl roofs, leather, cloth, 
velour, metal, wood, rubber and paintwork. 

• Easy to use, simply spray on and wipe off and has a brush 
lid for those stubborn stains. 

19205 - 400g Aerosol

Auto AC Pro Cleaner
CRC Auto AC Pro Cleaner cleans and sanitises automotive 
air conditioning systems, destroys mold, bacteria and 
eliminates odours.

• Professional quality formulation
• Long lasting protection
• Includes 45cm extension hose for deep cleaning
• Fresh citrus scent

1753204 - 470g Aerosol

Polish & Cleaner  
RE-PO Auto Polish and Cleaner is the original car polish and 
cleaner that has been used for over 68 years by Australian 
motorists. This versatile, easy, no-nonsense car polish and 
cleaner is right for any paint finish, no matter what age or type. 
Because of its non-silicone formulation it remains a favourite 
with body shops for removing oxidised and perished paint from 
all surfaces. 

• Versatile, easy, no-nonsense car polish and cleaner. 
• Suitable for any paint finish, no matter what age or type. 

Paint Doctor  
RE-PO Paint Doctor removes scuffs and stains and safely 
restores a deep, rich gloss to dull or faded paintwork. RE-
PO Paint Doctor has been specially formulated to provide 
outstanding gloss and protection using newly developed fine 
polishing compounds with superior grade silicone fluids and top 
quality real carnauba wax. 

• Removes scuffs and stains and safely restores a deep, rich 
gloss to dull or faded paintwork. 

• Safe on clear coat finishes.

9050- 375ml Bottle 9220- 260g Tube

Paint Doctor
KITTEN ULTRA Paint Doctor is the 
perfect solution to touch up isolated 
scuffs scratches and blemishes while 
safely restoring a deep rich gloss to the 
treated area. 

Glass Doctor
KITTEN ULTRA Glass Doctor restores 
glass by removing water spots, stains 
and other imperfections from most glass 
surfaces. Ideal to use on vehicles, boats 
and buildings, shower doors, mirrors, glass 
balustrades, gas and wood fireplace glass, 
aquarium and terrarium glass. 

Metal Doctor
KITTEN ULTRA Metal Doctor is 
a quality metal polish that cleans, 
polishes and protects metal surfaces. 
Regular use can prevent future 
tarnishing and corrosion. Safe on 
aluminium, brass, copper, silver, 
stainless steel, chrome, pewter and 
all other bright-work components. 

19120 - 220ml Tube 19125 - 220ml Tube 19135 - 220ml Tube

W A X E S  &  P O L I S H E S

I N T E R I O R  C L E A N E R
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Smoke Test
CRC Smoke Test conveniently tests the functional ability of 
a smoke detector.  CRC Smoke Test can be sprayed while 
standing on the floor eliminating the need to climb ladders or 
chairs. CRC Smoke Test is ideal for residential or commercial 
detectors and is safe and easy to use.  A short 3 second burst of 
CRC Smoke Test is all it takes.   

• Simulates smoke. Provides a true, functional test for 
smoke detectors.

• Reach up to 1 metre.  Allows testing to be done while 
standing safely on the floor.

2105 - 71g Aerosol

Anti-Spatter
CRC Anti-Spatter prevents spatter from adhering to 
surrounding metal surfaces during welding. Eliminates the 
need to chisel, grind or wire brush after welding. CRC 
Anti-Spatter’s water based formula allows easy clean 
up without the use of solvent cleaners. Rust inhibiting 
additive prevents flash rust on in-process and surrounding 
metal surfaces.

• Does not contain silicone or ODCs.
• Low odour. Non-hazardous decomposition.

3033 - 300g Aerosol

Freeze Spray
CRC Freeze Spray is an aerosol coolant system that instantly 
freezes surfaces to -50°C. Freeze Spray’s powerful blast 
of propellant dissipates heat and cools circuits. By instantly 
chilling suspect components, it will assist in locating thermal 
intermittent failures and shorts.

• Formulated to be non-flammable and plastic safe.
• Significantly reduces the risk of fire caused by incidental 

contact with energised electrical equipment.

2039 - 300g Aerosol

Minute Mend Epoxy Putty
CRC Minute Mend is a fast convenient epoxy repair putty that 
mixes in just one minute for permanent emergency repairs. It 
bonds to wet or damp surfaces and can even be applied under 
water. This two part epoxy permanently repairs scratches, 
gouges and holes. Bonds to wood, steel, fibreglass, glass, 
ceramics, plastics, concrete and aluminium. 

• It is ready to use in less than one minute.
• Contains the exact amount of base material and curing 

agent.

14070 - 114g

Maniseal Exhaust Cement 
CRC Maniseal Exhaust Cement seals off all noxious fumes and 
contains no asbestos. CRC Maniseal expands and sets when 
heated ensuring a perfect seal against carbon monoxide. Also 
ideal for industrial use where a seal is required that will stand 
intense heat (to 300°C). Seals in all noxious fumes and contains 
no asbestos.

• Provides easy to use sealant for exhaust systems.
• Easy to apply using either tube or cartridge.

5061 - 145g 

Trefolex HD Cutting Oil
Trefolex HD Cutting Fluid is an extreme duty cutting fluid. It 
is a thick fluid that sticks to the cutting tool throughout the 
operation.  Trefolex HD Cutting Fluid is ideal for tapping and 
drilling stainless steel, carbon steel, inconel, monel, hastelloy, 
titanium, aluminium and other alloys and exotics.

• An extreme duty cutting fluid.
• It is ideal for use with stainless steel.

3065 - 500ml

Trefolex CDT Cutting Oil
Trefolex CDT Cutting Oil is a superior cutting, drilling and tread 
cutting lubricant for the use on all types of metal. Additives 
create a strong film that can withstand extreme pressure to 
increase tool life and improves cutting, and with a viscosity 
modifier increases ‘cling’ for use at any angle. The low-odour 
formula is safe on soft metals such as brass, copper and 
aluminium.

• For cutting, drilling, and tread cutting for all types of 
metals.

• Increases tool life and improves cutting.

3063 - 300g Aerosol

Trefolex Cutting Compound
Trefolex Cutting Compound is a green coloured, active 
cutting compound containing a colloid. It melts slowly as 
frictional heat is generated. Trefolex maintains efficient 
lubrication throughout operations such as pipe screwing, 
hack sawing, tapping, reaming, etc. 

• It is suitable for all users of hand tools.
• It is ideal for use with stainless steel.

3060 - 500ml • 3061 - 2L
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SPECIALTY
PRODUCTS

Aerostart
CRC Aerostart is a balanced formulation combining active, 
volatile solvents, upper cylinder lubricant and corrosion inhibitors, 
each designed to play a vital part in starting engines. CRC 
Aerostart’s ingredients are carefully blended to ensure the 
correct type of initial starting in the combustion chamber and to 
promote immediate combustion.

• High volatility provides the necessary fuel vapours 
to obtain a combustible air/fuel mixture, even at low 
temperatures and high humidity.

Belt Grip
CRC Belt Grip provides a temporary, synthetic treatment for 
worn belts that extends belt life by reducing slippage, hardening, 
glazing, dirt build-up and friction. Also helps eliminate annoying 
squeaks and squeals. It can be used on leather, rubber, canvas or 
fabric and is ideally suited for flat, round and V-belts.

• Formulated with a tacky, non-drying, water-resistant 
polymer.

• Minimises drive belt slippage, resists water wash off, 
maintains belt flexibility and prevents loads from slipping 
on conveyor systems.

5050 - 150g Aerosol  •  5051 - 300g Aerosol
5052 - 400g Aerosol 3081 - 400g Aerosol

Sta-Lube Brake Caliper Grease
CRC Sta-Lube Caliper Grease is a high quality, synthetic 
brake caliper grease that is manufactured with a combination 
of Polyalphaolefin and Pentaerythritol Esters which are then 
thickened with fumed silica. 

• Non-melting.
• Resists water contamination, rust and corrosion.
• Reduces binding, vibration and squeal.
• Reduces wear. 

3301 - 71g Tube

Belt Dressing
CRC Belt Dressing is a specialist formulation developed to 
minimise squeals from automotive belts. It forms a non-drying, 
water-resistant film that extends belt life by reducing belt tension, 
slipping and dirt build-up. It is ideal for use on multi-ribbed, 
alternator, power steering and other accessory belts.

• Ideal for Automotive Trade 
• Eliminate Squealing 
• Non-tacky and non-drying 
• Extends the life of old and worn belts

RTV Silicone Adhesive Sealant
CRC RTV Silicone Pressurized Tubes are designed for a 
wide range of sealing, bonding, protecting and waterproofing 
applications.

• No Caulking Gun required. 
• Sensor safe.
• Cures at room temperature. 

Nickel Anti-Seize & Lubricating 
Compound
CRC’s Nickel Anti-Seize and Lubricating Compound is a 
nickel-based formulation for all metals and especially stainless 
steel.  This premium high temperature lubricant protects metal-
to-metal applications from seizing and galling caused by high 
temperatures, heavy loads, vibration, chemicals and corrosion. 

• Increase performance and prolong equipment life.
• Safe for use on both ferrous and non-ferrous metals.
• Facilitates fast and easy disassembly.

1753472 - 350g Aerosol 14072  - 184g Black Formula  •  14059 - 184g Red Formula 
14060 - 184g Grey Formula

3147 - 75ml Tube  •  3193 - 500ml Brush Top Pot 
3197 - 400ml Dual Action Actuator Aerosol

Copper Anti-Seize & Lubricating 
Compound
CRC Copper Anti-Seize and Lubricating Compound is a 
general purpose anti-seize lubricant that prevents seizing and 
galling caused by high temperatures, heavy loads, vibration 
and corrosion.

• Safe for use on both ferrous and non-ferrous metals.
• High Temperature Resistance. Protects parts up to 

982° C.
• Does not compromise integrity of soft metals.

3145 - 75ml Tube  •  3183 - 500ml Brush Top Pot 
3195 - 400ml Dual Action Actuator Aerosol

Disc Brake Quiet
CRC Disc Brake Quiet stops brake squeals and squeaks. CRC 
Disc Brake Quiet is an elastomeric multi-polymer compound 
specially formulated to dampen the vibrations that cause 
disc brake noises. It forms a water and high temperature 
resistance film that will absorb noise and quiet disc braking. 

• Resists cold, hot and water wash off and high 
temperature sling off. 

• Reduces or eliminates squeaks and squeals.
• Stable and long lasting.

5016  - 118ml
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SPECIALTY
PRODUCTS

Perma-Mend Repair Patch
CRC Perma-Mend Repair Patch is a unique, easy-to-use 
UV or sunlight activated, self adhesive repair patch. Made 
of fibreglass reinforced Polyester, it exhibits extremely 
good adhesion properties for long lasting repairs.

• No mixing, no weighing.
• Non-flammable and non-toxic.
• Flexible, waterproof and UV resistant.
• Can be drilled, tapped, sanded and painted in less 

than an hour.

EXTREME PRESSURE ANTI-SEIZE 
ASSEMBLY LUBE
CRC Sta-Lube Extreme Pressure Anti-Seize Engine 
Assembly Lube has been specially formulated for sliding 
or rotational contact surfaces, for initial start-ups and 
break-ins. 

• Prevents scuffing, scoring, galling and seizing. 
• Adheres to metal surfaces and remains active 

over long storage periods preventing rust and 
corrosion and cushioning close fitting parts. 

Leak Detector
CRC Leak Detector is formulated for the quick detection of gas 
and air leaks. The water based formula contains no oils, silicones 
or harmful solvents. CRC Leak Detector quickly and reliably 
locates gas leaks and pressure losses in pipes and pressurised 
systems by forming highly visible bubbles when applied over 
any leak. 

• Finds leaks fast − highlights all leaks, even under low 
pressure.

• Non-flammable water based formula − no oils, silicones 
or harmful solvents.

14089-76x153mm • 14094-153x229mm • 14096-229x305mm

14503 - 510g Aerosol3331 - 280g Tube  /  3333 - 78g Tube

4015 - Pump Applicator  •  4015OR O-Ring Kit

Heavy Duty Pump Applicator
The CRC Heavy Duty Pump Applicator is 
a solid sprayer with durable seals. The spray 
pattern is continuous and adjustable. The sprayer 
is compatible with most CRC cleaners and 
degreasers.

NOW AVAILABLE

O-Ring Kit 
The kit contains 8 O-rings and  
are to be used when existing  
O-rings have reached the end  
of their service life.

401224 - 946ml

Heavy Duty Spray Plastic 
Applicator
CRC Heavy Duty Spray Applicators have 
a nozzle that adjusts from a fine mist to a 
pin-point stream. Compatible with most light 
liquids except paints and lacquer thinners.

4014

Sta-Lube Gear Oil Dispensing 
Pump
The easy way to dispense gear oil, power steering 
fluid, hydraulic and compressor oil This pump 
is made from durable ABS plastic - tough and 
reusable. Dispenses 1 fluid ounce of product with 
each depression.

• Constructed of durable PVC plastic.
• For all fluid reservoirs including differentials, 

transmissions and gear cases.

4344

WattsUp Solar Panel Cleaner
CRC WattsUp Solar Panel Cleaner effectively 
removes contaminants from solar panels. 
maximising power generation. It is formulated to 
remove pollen, pollution, bird droppings, dust, dirt, 
salt spray and more, leaving a spot free finish. 

• Non-Corrosive
• Contains no solvents 
• Safe for the user and the environment 
• Anti-static properties

1753427 - 5L Bottle  •  1754785 - 1L Bottle

Fiberlock Head Gasket & Block Repair
CRC FiberLock Head Gasket & Block Repair works on head 
gaskets, engine blocks, intake gaskets, cylinder heads, freeze plugs, 
heater cores and coolant leaks and features a powerful 3 tier 
formal compatible with all types of antifreeze.

• Permanently fixes and repairs – head gaskets, engine 
blocks, cooling systems, cylinder heads.

• Nanotechnology reinforced with military strength fibres 
for a superior permanent repair. 
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FOOD GRADE
PRODUCTS
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REDUCING 
RISK WITH 
CRC 
At CRC we understand the food industry, whether growing, 
producing, and processing or packaging requires the most 
stringent conformity of compliance. 

We also understand that a range of maintenance products is 
no longer enough, that is why we have not only developed 
75 NSF H1 products, manufactured to the same high 
standard that has made CRC a worldwide leader in MRO 
maintenance, but we have also developed our exclusive CRC 
GREENLIGHT Food Safety Program, developed to reduce 
the risk of incident when conducting maintenance during 
production.

CRC is a certified supplier of HACCP Australia’s endorsed 
food safe products.

HACCP is an internationally recognised method of identifying 
and managing risk and, when central to an active food safety 
programme, can provide vendors, the public and government 
sector bodies with a high degree of comfort that food safety 
is being taken seriously and is well managed.

The CRC GREENLIGHT Food Safety 
Program can either simplify or improve 
on your current QA auditing programs 
through the introduction of:

 The CRC range of NSF H1 and HACCP 
approved maintenance products 

On-site central point for audit documentation  
- SDS, TDS, NSF and allergen certificates

A visual food safety identification program 
through wall and cupboard signage, posters 
and printed materials 

Site survey and assessment

On-going updates to ensure you remain at the 
highest level of regulatory compliance

Inventory assessment & management with an 
aim to reduce costs

GREENLIGHT
FOOD SAFETY PROGRAM

™

A S S I S T S  A U D I T  C O M P L I A N C E
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BULK FOOD GRADE
LUBRICANTS & OILS
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FOOD GRADE
LUBRICANTS & OILS

Food Grade Water Based Silicone
Water Based Silicone is a non-flammable, NSF H1 registered multi-purpose silicone spray for food processing and handling applications. It forms a white emulsion that is 
odourless and non-staining, and lubricates in most metal-to-metal, metal to non metal & plastic to plastic applications. Water Based Silicone is a silicone rich formula that 
eliminates binding and sticking, while protecting most surfaces.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  NSF H1 registered for incidental food contact.
•  Non-hardening film minimises corrosion and provides excellent lubricity.
•  Reduces galling and friction.
•  Harmless to most rubbers and plastics.

APPLICATIONS  
Food processing & handling equipment, chutes, guides, rails, conveyors, bottling 
machinery, slicers, ovens, freezers, knives, saws, linkages, locks, pulleys, timers, 
rubber seals, tools, & ceramic insulators.

Food Grade White Grease
Food Grade White Grease is a high purity, high quality aluminium complex grease that provides superior lubrication and durability in many food and pharmaceutical 
processing applications. Designed for high load applications requiring a long grease life. Protects equipment against rust, oxidisation and wear.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  NSF H1 registered for incidental food contact.
•  Excellent adhesion resists throw-off and shear breakdown.
•  Resistant to water, salt spray and detergent.

APPLICATIONS
Lubricate hinges, latches, overhead door tracks, open gears and chains, cables, 
slide conveyors, guide rails and bearings. Also used for corrosion protection for 
machinery, tools, and equipment.

Food Grade Chain Lube
A special blend of synthetic lubricants and mineral oil, designed to keep roller drive and conveyor chains lubricated. It is specifically designed to provide the 
convenience of aerosol application where incidental food contact may occur. Food Grade Chain Lube penetrates, lubricates and protects moving parts by reducing 
friction and wear.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  NSF H1 registered for incidental food contact.
•  Non-drying film effectively lubricates metal surfaces.
•  Formula contains anti-wear properties to extend chain life.
•  Foaming action penetrates chain bushings and pins, and provides maximum 

adhesion.

APPLICATIONS
Conveyor chains, packaging equipment, hoist chains, link and roller assemblies, 
forklift trucks and many other industrial applications.

Food Grade Belt Dressing
Provides a temporary, food grade, synthetic treatment for worn belts. Extends belt life by reducing slippage, hardening, glazing, dirt build-up and friction. Food Grade 
Belt Dressing can be used on leather, rubber, canvas or fabric, and is ideally suited for use on flat, round and single V belts. Improves traction and reduces belt 
tension, relieving stress on motors, shafts and wheels.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  NSF H1 registered for incidental food contact.
•  Tacky, non-drying, water resistant film minimises belt slippage.
•  Colourless – will not stain finished goods transported on conveyor systems 

breakdown.

APPLICATIONS
Industrial machinery, conveyor systems, portable motorized equipment and 
vehicle belts.

Food Grade Silicone - Non Aerosol
A multi-purpose silicone spray for food processing and handling applications. It forms a colourless, odourless film that lubricates and insulates in most metal-to-metal 
applications. Food Grade Silicone film eliminates binding and sticking, while protecting most surfaces. In addition, it may be used as a release agent.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  NSF H1 registered for incidental food contact.
•  Harmless to most rubbers and plastics.
•  Excellent release agent and lubricant for all surfaces.

APPLICATIONS
Food processing & handling equipment, chutes, guides, rails, conveyors, bottling 
machinery, slicers, ovens, freezers, knives, saws, coin mechanisms, linkages, locks, pulleys, 
timers, rubber seals, tools, vending machines and ceramic insulators.

FG03035 - 369g

FG03038 - 284g

FG03055 - 340g

FG03065 - 284g

FG03039 - 473ml
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FOOD GRADE
LUBRICANTS & OILS

Food Grade Silicone
A multi-purpose silicone spray for food processing and handling applications. It forms a colourless, odourless film that lubricates and insulates in most metal-to-metal 
applications. Food Grade Silicone film eliminates binding and sticking, while protecting most surfaces.  In addition, it may be used as a release agent.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  Low surface tension allows for better coverage and deeper penetration.
•  Non-hardening film.
•  Excellent protection and lubrication.
•  Harmless to most rubbers and plastics.
•  360° valve.

APPLICATIONS
Food processing & handling equipment, chutes, guides, rails, conveyors, bottling 
machinery, slicers, ovens, freezers, knives, saws, coin mechanisms, linkages, locks, 
pulleys, timers, rubber seals, tools, vending machines and ceramic insulators.

Food Grade Syntha-Tech Lubricant
A non-flammable unique blend of synthetic lubricants that utilises PTFE, anti-wear and extreme pressure additives to increase equipment life and performance. Its 
long lasting film minimises surface contact thereby extending lubricating intervals.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  NSF H1 registered for incidental food contact.
•  Unique blend of synthetic lubricants – utilises PTFE, anti-wear and extreme 

pressure additives.
•  Non-flammable.
•  Zero VOC formula.

•  Long lasting film minimises surface contact thereby extending lubricating intervals.
APPLICATIONS
Bearings, gears, linkages, motors, chains, cables, rollers, guide bars, pulleys, cams, 
valves, ball joints, hinges, slides, cutting tools, taps, dies, pistons, handling equipment, 
conveyors, hoists, lifts, doors, fans, and processing equipment.

Food Grade Di-Electric Grease
Di-Electric Grease is a thin, non-curing silicone compound that helps maintain electrical performance by reducing line sag, arcing, voltage drops and problems caused 
by adverse weather conditions. It also provides an exceptional lubricant for fasteners used to support temporary electrical work. It improves electrical performance 
during adverse conditions such as rain, fog, salt spray and temperature extremes.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  Temperature resistant. Maintains performance level year round. Will not 

harden, freeze, dry or melt due to temperature fluctuations.
•  Rubber and plastic safe. Will not degrade seals, gaskets or plastic insulators.

APPLICATIONS
O-rings, valves, pistons, gaskets, guides, slide and switching mechanisms, electrical 
panels, disconnects, electrical contacts, spark plugs, battery terminals, fasteners. 
scoreboards,  transformers,  rubber and  
plastic parts.

Food Grade Silicone Mold Release
Food Grade Silicone Mold Release contains the same high quality ingredients as General Purpose Silicone, except it is formulated to be used for light-duty 
applications where post-mold painting is not required. This product has a light duty silicone content (3%) and is a rapid dry, anti-stick mold release agent suitable for 
cold and hot molds.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  Prevents sticking to increase the life of dies and molds, improve product surface finishes 

and reduce production times.
•  Rapid Dry, anti-stick agent suitable for cold and hot molds.
•  Colourless, odourless, non-staining, non-corrosive.
•  Does not contain CFCs, ODPs or chlorinated solvents.
•  Plastic Safe.  

APPLICATIONS
Injection and compression molding of ABS, acetyl, acrylic, Noryl®, nylon, 
polycarbonate, polystyrene, polysulfone, and wax.  Also for use in blow molding, 
extruders, foundries and investment castings.

Food Grade Penetrating Oil
An effective and efficient general purpose penetrant for use on all food processing equipment. Contains a highly refined white mineral oil that is colourless, tasteless 
and odourless. Ideal for use on fans, carts, bottlers, conveyors, racks, ovens, stoves and freezers.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  NSF H1 registered for incidental food contact.
•  General, non-silicone lubricant for use on all food processing equipment.
•  Eases disassembly of mechanical equipment, fittings and fixtures.
•  360° valve.

APPLICATIONS
Food processing equipment directly exposed to food products including scales, 
fans, carts, galleys, bottlers, chutes, conveyors, racks, ovens, stoves, fillers, mixers, 
freezers, rails and cooking appliances.

FG03040 - 284g

FG03054 - 312g

FG03085 - 94g  /  FG03082 - 284g

FG03301 - 326g

FG03086 - 312g
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FOOD GRADE
LUBRICANTS & OILS

Food Grade Parcel Glide - Non Aerosol
Parcel Glide™ is an NSF H1 registered, silicone spray for package handling applications. It forms a colourless, odourless, non staining film that lubricates and eliminates 
the binding and sticking of packages and boxes whilst protecting most surfaces. Parcel Glide™ helps boxes glide down chutes and rails on package handling and sorting 
conveyors.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  Wide temperature range.
•  Low surface tension. Allows for better coverage and deeper penetration.
•  Non-hardening film. Minimises corrosion and provides excellent lubricity.
•  Reduces galling and friction. Eases metal-to-non-metal contact areas.

APPLICATIONS
Lubricates and protects in metal to non metal packaging and sorting applications.

Food Grade Machine Oil
An extremely efficient and effective general purpose non-silicone lubricant for use on all food processing equipment. Food Grade Machine Oil penetrates and 
loosens rust, scale, dirt and corrosion to free parts and fasteners on food processing equipment. The highly refined white mineral oil is colourless, odourless and 
tasteless to meet NSF and FDA standards.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  NSF H1 registered for incidental food contact.
•  Contains no silicone.
•  Will not harm wood, metal, plastic or painted surfaces.
•  360° valve.

APPLICATIONS
Food processing equipment directly exposed to food products including scales, 
fans, carts, galleys, bottlers, chutes, conveyors, racks, ovens, stoves, fillers, mixers, 
freezers, rails and cooking appliances.

Food Grade Silicone Grease
Food Grade Silicone Grease is a thin non-curing silicone grease. It insulates valves, electrical contacts, spark plugs, battery terminals and fasteners from moisture and 
protects against corrosion. It is resistant to oil, water and chemicals and will not harden, freeze, dry or melt.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  Seals, lubricates, protects, insulates and waterproofs.
•  Safe on most rubber and plastics.
•  Contains no metals.

APPLICATIONS
Designed for sealing, lubricating and waterproofing o-rings and other rubber  and 
plastic parts used in food processing equipment.

Food Grade Anti-Seize Compound
A premium quality Food Grade Anti-Seize Compound developed specifically for use in applications where incidental food contact is possible, and is composed 
entirely of ingredients that meet NSF H1 requirements. This aluminum complex based Food Grade Anti-Seize Compound protects metal parts from seizure, 
galling, rust, corrosion and heat freeze by tenaciously adhering to the metal surface.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  NSF H1 registered for incidental food contact.
•  Odourless, tasteless, non-staining.
•  Resists rust and oxidation.
•  Convenient brush-top.

APPLICATIONS
Food processing machinery to lubricate fittings, bushings, flanges, headers, nuts, 
screws, studs, threaded surfaces, pipes, plugs, and manifolds to prevent seizing 
and galling of surfaces.

Food Grade Bio Degreaser
The all new CRC FOOD GRADE BIO DEGREASER is an extra heavy duty cleaner formulated to penetrate and dissolve tough 
grease, oil and contaminants for easy  removal – safely.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  Powerful
• BioDegradable
• Non-toxic
•  PH Neutral

FG03139 - 444ml

FG03081 - 312g

FG3037 -75ml

FGSL35905 - 227g

FG05167 - 750ml / FG05171 - 5L / FG05172 - 20L

• Non-corrosive
• Solvent free
• Non-flammable
•  Contains rust inhibitors

APPLICATIONS
Food processing & handling equipment, chutes, guides, rails, conveyors, 
bottling machinery, slicers, ovens, freezers, knives, saws, coin mechanisms, 
linkages, locks, pulleys, timers, rubber seals, tools, vending machines and 
ceramic insulators.
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FOOD GRADE
LUBRICANTS & OILS

QD Contact Cleaner
CRC QD Contact Cleaner is suitable for cleaning sensitive electronics and electrical equipment without leaving a residue. Evaporates quickly and is safe to use on all 
plastics. Use where lower flashpoint cleaners are acceptable. NSF Food grade approved.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  Suitable for cleaning sensitive electronics and electrical equipment
•  Quick drying formula
•  Leaves no residue
•  Safe to use on all plastics
•  Food grade approved

APPLICATIONS
Telephones, PCs, relays, edge connectors, busbars, circuits,
contacts, printed circuit boards, switches & breakers.

Food Grade Synthetic Grease
NLGI 2 lubricating grease formulated with the highest quality synthetic NSF H1 authorised raw materials available. High dropping point makes it particularly useful in 
high temperature applications. It also performs extremely well in cold temperature applications, as the base fluid exhibits a very low pour point.
FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  NSF H1 registered for incidental food contact.
•  Water wash-down resistant.
•  Resists rust and oxidation.

APPLICATIONS
Food processing & handling equipment, breweries, canneries, carton/packaging 
equipment, dairies, & meat processing plants.

Food Grade Multi-Purpose Grease
A NLGI Grade 2 aluminium complex-based superior Multi-Purpose Grease for food processing and handling. It will not pound out bearings and bushings during shock 
loads, and contains excellent water resistance, and rust and corrosion protection.  A superior extreme pressure additive package provides a Timken rating of 40lbs.

FEATURES AND BENEFITS
•  NSF H1 registered for incidental food contact.
•  Timken OK load of 40lbs.

APPLICATIONS
Anywhere lubrication is needed where it may come in contact with food, 
bottling machinery, breweries, canneries, carton/packaging equipment, dairies, 
food processing & handling equipment, meat processing  
plants, seamers at high speeds & pressure.

FG03130 - 311g

FGSL35610 - 397g

FGSL35600 - 397g

Heavy Duty 
Grease Gun
Heavy Duty Lever Grease 
is manufactured to suit the 
397g Food Grade range of 
cartridges. 

FGSL37019
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BE SAFE
BE SMART

PROTECT YOUR TEAM AND  
THE ENVIRONMENT
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CRC SmartWasher®

Sales & Service Support
CRC operates a dedicated customer care support line, available to you and your customers: 

Ph 1800 224 227   
www.crcindustries.com.au/smartwasher
We run an end-user customer contact programme ensuring optimal SmartWasher® system operation, regular 
maintenance, new product updates and consumable sales through your business.  

We provide a warranty registration programme and on going sales support for you and your customers. 

CRC SmartWasher®

Certification & Approvals
The environmentally safe alternative to solvent based parts washers. The OzzyJuice® degreasing solutions used in the 
SmartWasher® are non-hazardous, non-corrosive, pH-neutral, non-flammable, non-toxic, non-caustic, aqueous-based 
degreasing solutions.  They are environmentally friendly and are not known to cause damage to humans or  
the environment.  When used in accordance with directions they DO NOT create hazardous wastes or  
produce cradle-to-grave liabilities. 

OzzyJuice® Food Industry Approvals 

• AsureQuality approved for food/beverage/dairy  
transport and related contact surfaces SW-X1/SW-4 & SW-8.

• NSF approved A1 All fluids.

OzzyJuice® Defence Force Approvals  

• National Stock Numbers (NSN)

 NSN numbers for Defence Forces available upon request.

Safer Choice® Approved Products 

• OzzyJuice® SW-4 and OzzyBooster™  
liquid microbes are both US EPA Safer Choice Products. 
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CONTAINS CRC CODE CRC DESCRIPTION

1 x SW-37 SmartWasher® 
system, 6 x OzzyJuice® 20L,  
3 x FL-4 OzzyMat®

SW-37 SW-37 (Machine only)

SW-37-4 STARTER KIT SW-37 SW-4 FL-4

SW-37-8 STARTER KIT SW-37 SW-8 FL-4

SW-37-X1 STARTER KIT SW-37 SW-X1 FL-4

CONTAINS CRC CODE CRC DESCRIPTION

1 x SW-23 SmartWasher® 
system, 5 x OzzyJuice® 20L,  
3 x FL-4 OzzyMat®

SW-23 SW-23 (Machine only)

SW-23-4 STARTER KIT SW-23 SW-4 FL-4

SW-23-8 STARTER KIT SW-23 SW-8 FL-4

SW-23 Mobile Parts Washer
SW-23 - Fits every application with its unique design, large sink size, mobility and amazing 
features. It includes an extra long angled brush/hose for those hard to reach places and a 
customised dolly with a footstep that makes it really easy to move around. 

SW-37 Heavyweight Parts Washer 
SW-37 - Tough enough for the big jobs, it has an enormous 454 kg load capacity, moves 
easily through the workshop area on a mobile dolly or can stay in one place with locking 
casters and provides a large, oversized sink to accommodate large and small parts. 

Overall Dimensions 1092mm (L) x 686mm (W) x 1067mm (H)

Inside Sink Dimensions 686mm (L) x 584mm (W) x 203mm (H)

Capacity 70 L 

Load Capacity 180 kg

Parts Washer Structure Heavy-Duty HOPE

Controls Toggle Switch 

Pump Capacity 19 L per minute 

Adjustable Thermostat 40 to 46°c 

Flow Control Timer 10 Minutes 

Certified ETL (UUCSA), CE, NSF 

Initial Fill 60 L 

Overall Dimensions 1219mm (L) x 889mm (W) x 1143mm (H)

Inside Sink Dimensions 838mm (L) x 685mm (W) x 203mm (H)

Capacity 100 L 

Load Capacity 454 kg

Parts Washer Structure Heavy-Duty HOPE

Controls Toggle Switch 

Pump Capacity 19 L per minute 

Adjustable Thermostat 40 to 46°c 

Flow Control Timer 10 Minutes 

Certified ETL (UUCSA), CE, NSF 

Initial Fill 100 L 

SW-23 Optional Startup Kit

SW-37 Optional Startup Kit

SmartWasher® ships completely assembled. The SmartWasher® startup kits contains everything 
you require to set up and use your SmartWasher® straight away including fluid and filters. This pack 

makes sure you are prepared from day 1 to use and maintain your SmartWasher® in peak condition.
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CONTAINS CRC CODE CRC DESCRIPTION

1 x SW-25 SmartWasher® 
system, 6 x OzzyJuice® 20L,  
3 x FL-4 OzzyMat®

SW-25 SW-25 (Machine only)

SW-25-4 STARTER KIT SW-25 SW-4 FL-4

SW-25-8 STARTER KIT SW-25 SW-8 FL-4

CONTAINS CRC CODE CRC DESCRIPTION

1 x SW-28 SmartWasher® 
system, 6 x OzzyJuice® 20L,  
3 x FL-4 OzzyMat®

SW-28 SW-28 (Machine only)

SW-28-4 STARTER KIT SW-28 SW-4 FL-4

SW-28-8 STARTER KIT SW-28 SW-8 FL-4

SW-25 Signature Parts Washer 
SW-25 - Fits every budget and has everything you need in a manual parts washer and then some: 
toggle switch controls, a flow control timer, adjustable thermostat, and a super capacity pump. 

SW-28 SuperSink Parts Washer 
SW-28 - Bigger is better with the SuperSink Parts Washer.  This model is loaded with 
features and includes an extra large work surface for all jobs, large and small. A second 
brush allows two people to work at the same time. 

Overall Dimensions 991mm (L) x 737mm (W) x 1016mm (H)

Inside Sink Dimensions 660mm (L) x 432mm (W) x 203mm (H)

Capacity 100 L 

Load Capacity 227 kg

Parts Washer Structure Heavy-Duty HOPE 

Controls Toggle Switch 

Pump Capacity 19 L per minute 

Adjustable Thermostat 40 to 46°c 

Flow Control Timer 10 Minutes 

Certified ETL (UUCSA), CE, NSF 

Initial Fill 100 L 

Overall Dimensions 1194mm (L) x 965mm (W) x 1067mm (H)

Inside Sink Dimensions 1041 mm (L) x 660mm (W) x 203mm (H)

Capacity 100 L 

Load Capacity 227 kg

Parts Washer Structure Heavy-Duty HOPE

Controls Toggle Switch 

Pump Capacity 19 L per minute 

Adjustable Thermostat 40 to 46°c 

Flow Control Timer 10 Minutes 

Certified ETL (UUCSA), CE, NSF 

Initial Fill 100 L 

SW-25 Optional Startup Kit

SW-28 Optional Startup Kit

SmartWasher® ships completely assembled. The SmartWasher® startup kits contains everything 
you require to set up and use your SmartWasher® straight away including fluid and filters. This pack 

makes sure you are prepared from day 1 to use and maintain your SmartWasher® in peak condition.
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SW-23
Mobile Parts/Brake Washer

SW-25
Signature Parts Washer

SW-28
SuperSink Parts Washer

SW-37
Mobile Heavyweight Parts Washer

Heavy-Duty HDPE Construction

Electric Operated Pump (19L/min)

Adjustable Thermostat (40 to 46˚C)

Toggle Switch Controls

On-Board Diagnostics

Flow Control Timer

One Brush Station

Two Brush Stations

Dolly

Detectable Control Box

Up to 180kg Load Capacity

Up to 227kg Load Capacity

Up to 454kg Load Capacity

Certified: ETL (UL/CSA), CE

CRC SmartWasher®

Model
Comparison
Chart
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Contaminant  
Comparison Chart

HEAVY DUTY  
DEGREASING SOLUTION

SELECT, METALS, AIRCRAFT & WEAP-
ONS DEGREASING SOLUTION

HIGH-PERFORMANCE
DEGREASING SOLUTION

CONTAMINANT SW-4 SW-8 SW-X1

Crude Oil Excellent Good Superior

Hydraulic Transmission Fluid Excellent Excellent Superior

Motor Oil Excellent Excellent Superior

Soldering Flux Excellent Excellent Superior

Bearing Grease Excellent Good Superior

Automotive Grease Excellent Excellent Superior

Resin Products Excellent Excellent Superior

Fifth Wheel Grease Excellent Good Superior

Creosole Excellent Good Superior

Impacted Grease Excellent Good Superior

Animal Fat Excellent Fair Excellent

Automotive Varnish Good Good Superior

Burnt on Carbon Excellent Good Superior

Cutting Oils Good Good Superior

Ink & Toner Good Fair Good

Asphalt Good Fair Good

OZZYMATTM Normal to heavy particulate

CRC SmartWasher®

OzzyJuice®
What is OzzyJuice®? 

OzzyJuice® is a powerful, aqueous based degreasing solution that is pH-neutral, 
non-irritating, non flammable, and non-toxic.  Armed with superior cleaning 
capability, the OzzyJuice® solutions will match or surpass the performance of 
premium solvents without all the associated risks. 

Ozzy® microbes keep the OzzyJuice® clean and strong.

Microbes (Ozzy®), introduced into the SmartWasher® system through the 
OzzyMat™, eat the grease, oil and other contaminants cleaned off the dirty parts, 
creating the harmless by-products of carbon dioxide and water. 

Clean OzzyJuice® means clean parts.

The OzzyJuice® cleaning/degreasing solution cleans the dirty parts and the 
Ozzy® microbes clean the OzzyJuice® leaving it strong and clean for every use. 
You should never need to haul away dirty parts cleaning fluid again, if the unit is 
maintained properly, and according to the operating instructions. 

CRC SmartWasher®

OzzyMatTM

FL-4 Multi-Layer OzzyMat™ 

Designed for applications with normal to heavy usage, the 
FL-4 Multi-Layer OzzyMat™ has (4) white layers and (1) 
blue layer.  The white layers on the mat trap any particulate 
larger than 50 microns and should be peeled away once a 
week for optimum performance. The coloured layer is the 
support structure that contains the microbes (Ozzy®) and 
delivers them into the system. These microbes (Ozzy®) 
migrate from the OzzyMat™ into the OzzyJuice®,  
located in your  
SmartWasher® tank,  
and break down  
hazardous waste. 
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SW-23
Mobile Parts/Brake Washer Cover

SW-25
Signature Parts Washer Cover

SW-28
SuperSink Parts Washer Cover

SW-37
Mobile Heavyweight Parts Washer Cover

CRC SmartWasher®

OzzyBoosterTM

OZBST - OzzyBoosterTM 

A microbial enhancer that can be used to enhance or “boost” microbial activity in the SmartWasher® system; it 
actually increases the concentration of Ozzy® (microbes) within the OzzyJuice®. 

In most cases, the need for a “boost” will never materialise but when an overused machine needs a “kick in the 
microbes,” so to speak, OzzyBooster™ can do the job. 

CRC SmartWasher®

OzzyBrushesTM

1675-BRANB Angled Brush with Button 
Angled brush with flow control button on the handle. Standard brush on SmartWasher® models  
SW-23 and SW-37. 

1685-BRUSH Straight Brush Replacement 
Straight flow through brush. Standard brush on SmartWasher® models SW-25 and SW-28.  

CRC SmartWasher®

Ozzy Apple ScentTM

3310 - SCENT  
Odour Neutraliser for the SmartWasher® unit when a different odour is required or requested - Apple Scent. 

CRC SmartWasher®

Machine Covers
Covers available to protect your machines
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PROUD PARTNER OF 
SHELL V-POWER 
RACING TEAM
Dick Johnson Racing
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